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The increase in the database size of chemical compound
requires a longer time in processing for any searching
algorithms [1]. With the focus on an algorithm called
Turbo Similarity Searching which have been proven to
have good accuracy in retrieving actives [2], we propose
that this algorithm be implemented on the widely-used
many-cores and multi-cores processors which are easily
available at lower cost. This would help medicinal che-
mist runs virtual screening faster while maintaining the
accuracy.
The many-cores processors are on-chip processors

that could run simultaneously at a clock-cycle. Whilst
the multi-cores processors are originally being devel-
oped to support graphics processing hence being called
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). However, the usage of
GPU is now being generalized to include other general
purpose operation [3]. Many works on the parallel field
have tried implementing computational algorithms on
this unit [4].
Taken into consideration on the compute intensive

characteristics of TSS, we investigate the best method to
parallelize it for better execution time. TSS is a two-
phase algorithm in which its second phase is a compute
intensive portion of the algorithm. Hence, if this phase
could be accelerated, TSS would run faster and search-
ing through a larger database would not be less a pro-
blem. This poster describes our experimental details and
results on the matter.
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